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A. What I attempted to do here with colors was to just give a snapshot of the supply-and-demand situation that challenges us in the midwest area. And the color blue would represent a situation where supply is greater than demand. And I could use Michigan as an example. That 561 million -- that 561 refers to 561 million pounds average of supply. And the 400 represents 400 million pounds demand monthly.

And then working my way toward the red, the red would indicate a situation where I have three geographic areas of Eastern Ohio at 181 supply, 320 demand or consumption. Pennsylvania and West Virginia, here I have added those two states totals together. And Kentucky, likewise. The green was picked by myself to represent a situation. As you can see, those numbers are fairly close together.

Q. Indiana is roughly balanced?
A. Correct.

Question by Beshore at page 209
Now, given the red areas in Western Pennsylvania and Eastern Ohio, is there a lot of surplus milk available in those areas to -- talking about Eastern Ohio, to move east into Pennsylvania?
A. No.